Founded in 1987, Diebec is a North American leader in the die-making industry. Diebec is a leading
supplier of steel rule dies, counter plates, stripping and blanking systems to manufacturers of consumer
packaging, corrugated packaging, merchandising displays and label manufacturers.
Diebec’s mission is to lead through innovation and deliver high-quality tooling that maximizes the
performance of flatbed die-cutting presses.
WHAT THEY BELIEVE:
-

Focus on their client’s needs and the result will be innovation
Excellent service to their clients and each other
Only top quality tooling passes their pre-shipment inspection
Personal responsibility for what they believe
Integrity in everything they do

Diebec is looking for a Machine Operator. This role is mainly responsible for operating and maintaining
the laser. This task consists of laser cutting die boards steel or any other material needed to be cut, also
whenever necessary the Laser Operator must help in the computer room or production area (die shop).
The Machine Operator will be responsible for ensuring that all work is preformed efficiently, cost
effectively and within or exceeding acceptable quality standards , that jobs are done within specifications,
the proper functioning of the laser and laser room , that work sheets are read and understood before
starting a job, that initiative is taken to correct a mistake and respect of other people’s equipment.

Responsibilities: The Machine Operator must
-

Laser cut all dies and all other pertaining tools and materials to customer’s specifications and
requirements.
Read and understand the worksheet before proceeding with a job.
Make test blocks to verify the kirf on every laser job, or to verify the width and depth for counter
plates according to the check list
Complete all work assigned by the Machining Manager daily within reasonable time.
Read and understand the worksheet before proceeding with a job.
Keep their workstations and laser department clean and organized at all times.
Constantly clean and maintain machines such as carefully handle and clean lenses, clean and
inspect the nozzle the table etc..
Load and unload die board or any other laser department materials when necessary.
Guarantees management that all activity will be in compliance with the laws and statutes of the
various governmental agencies.
Be responsible to see that there is accurate and timely completion of any and all dies.
Be responsible for completing worksheet with all the information required, time, material etc –
check lists
Maintain safekeeping of all company equipment, tools and supplies with each job and always
The Machine Operator is not limited to the above mentioned functions, but are major tasks
involved in the trade.

Desired skills and experience

Our ideal candidate has…
-

Three (3) to five (5) years of experience in a similar position
General knowledge of a p.c. and windows 98/nt/xp
Preferable experience in laser cutting and maintence.
General knowledge and skills involved in working in a machine department.
Will enjoy working manually in an environment that requires concentration and physical demand
Has the capacity of learning fast
Has the capacity of adapting quickly and enjoys technical challenges.
The ability to work as a team member
The eager and the motivation to always learn new aspects of the job.
The Capacity to work under pressure

If you are eager to start pursue your career and to be part of a growing organization, you can submit your
application (resume and cover letter) for this position at the following address: finance@diebec.com

Only suitable candidates will be contacted for an interview.

